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Striking variations exist, across individuals, in the
internal and external geometry of the brain. Such nor-
mal variations in the size, orientation, topology, and
geometric complexity of cortical and subcortical
structures have complicated the problem of quantify-
ing deviations from normal anatomy and of develop-
ing standardized neuroanatomical atlases. This paper
describes the design, implementation, and results of a
technique for creating a three-dimensional (3D) prob-
abilistic surface atlas of the human brain. We have de-
veloped, implemented, and tested a new 3D statistical
method for assessing structural variations in a data-
base of anatomic images. The algorithm enables the
internal surface anatomy of new subjects to be ana-
lyzed at an extremely local level. The goal was to quan-
tify subtle and distributed patterns of deviation from
normal anatomy by automatically generating detailed
probability maps of the anatomy of new subjects. Con-
nected systems of parametric meshes were used to
model the internal course of the following structures
in both hemispheres: the parieto-occipital sulcus, the
anterior and posterior rami of the calcarine sulcus,
the cingulate and marginal sulci, and the supracal-
losal sulcus. These sulci penetrate sufficiently deeply
into the brain to introduce an obvious topological de-
composition of its volume architecture. A family of
surface maps was constructed, encoding statistical
properties of local anatomical variation within indi-
vidual sulci. A probability space of random transfor-
mations, based on the theory of Gaussian random
fields, was developed to reflect the observed variabil-
ity in stereotaxic space of the connected system of an-
atomic surfaces. A complete system of probability den-
sity functions was computed, yielding confidence lim-
its on surface variation. The ultimate goal of brain
mapping is to provide a framework for integrating
functional and anatomical data across many subjects
and modalities. This task requires precise quanti-
tative knowledge of the variations in geometry
and location of intracerebral structures and critical
functional interfaces. The surface mapping and prob-
abilistic techniques presented here provide a basis for

the generation of anatomical templates and expert
diagnostic systems which retain quantitative infor-
mation on intersubject variations in brain architec-
ture. © 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Dramatic variations exist, across individuals, in the
internal and external geometry of the human brain
(Sanides, 1962). Accurate clinical diagnosis often re-
quires the severity of deviations from normal anatomy
to be quantified precisely. This exercise is especially
difficult in the brain because its internal geometry is
highly individual in character. In particular, normal
variations in the size, orientation, topology, and geo-
metric complexity of cortical and subcortical structures
have complicated the goals of comparing functional
and anatomic data from many subjects and of develop-
ing standardized atlases of the human brain.
The quantitative comparison of brain architecture

across different subjects requires a common coordinate
system, with respect to which the spatial variability of
features form different individuals can be expressed
(Evans et al., 1996). Stereotaxic localization, for exam-
ple, provides a quantitative system of reference in hu-
man functional studies and stereotaxic surgical proce-
dures. While stereotaxic atlases supply a common ref-
erence coordinate system, their usefulness ultimately
depends on how closely the scans of individual subjects
match the representation of anatomy provided by the
atlas. Anatomic correspondence is especially critical at
functional interfaces and cytoarchitectonic boundaries,
such as those framed by the deep internal banks of
primary sulci (Rademacher et al., 1993). The inherent
neuroanatomic variability between individuals, as well
as the numerous differences between stereotaxic sys-
tems themselves (Burzaco, 1985), warrants the devel-
opment of a well-defined reference system able to rep-
resent and classify idiosyncratic, age-related, develop-
mental, or pathologic variations in anatomy.
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A digital anatomic atlas of the human brain, incor-
porating precise statistical information on positional
and geometric variability of important functional and
anatomic interfaces, presents a likely solution (Mazzi-
otta et al., 1995). In particular, an atlas incorporating
the concept of confidence limits, rather than an abso-
lute representation of anatomy, may be more appropri-
ate to represent any given subpopulation.

Probabilistic Atlases

The surface-based approach presented in this paper
enables the internal surface anatomy of new subjects’
brains to be analyzed at an extremely local level. Rel-
ative to an average representation of neuroanatomy,
the anatomy of a new subject will exhibit subtle and
distributed patterns of local deviation. The severity of
this local deviation is quantified automatically by our
algorithm, and the resulting values are displayed in
the form of a probability map on a graphical surface
model of the anatomy of the subject. Regional patterns
of abnormality are then highlighted and color-coded on
this 3D surface representation. The resulting surface
system may be rotated, magnified, and animated inter-
actively for detailed examination and clinical diagno-
sis.
Our probability maps are based on a new method for

the 3D statistical analysis of anatomic images. A data-
base of anatomic scans from normal individuals is used
by the algorithm to quantify local structural variations
in their anatomy. In deriving the parameters of ana-
tomic variation, the algorithm accounts for the fact
that the magnitude of anatomic variability, as well as
its local directional bias, differs significantly at every
single point in the anatomy of the brain. Finally, the
method presented here is capable of characterizing si-
multaneously the variations in location and geometry,
across different individuals, of multiple, complex,
branching, and arbitrarily connected anatomic sur-
faces in the brain (Thompson et al., 1995, 1996).
An analysis of many brains with subtle and distrib-

uted variations in geometry is used to generate a sta-
tistical characterization of the region of stereotaxic
space in which each particular structure is most likely
to be found. Such statistical data define a restricted
area or a central reference point (or region) of localiza-
tion for specific structures, within a standard stereo-
taxic coordinate system (Hardy, 1994). Ultimately,
probability distributions encoding the likelihood of
finding a specific structure within certain coordinate
ranges of stereotaxic space will result in an atlas gen-
eral enough to be representative of the entire species.
The resultant atlas will be flexible enough to retain,
and directly represent, information on the anatomic
variability inherent in human subpopulations.
Initial attempts to derive average representations of

neuroanatomy have underscored the validity and

power of this approach in both clinical and research
settings (Evans et al., 1992; Andreasen et al., 1994). In
one such approach, 305 MRI volumes (2-mm-thick
slices) were mapped by linear transformation into ste-
reotaxic space, intensity normalized, and averaged on
a voxel-by-voxel basis (Evans et al., 1992). The effect of
anatomical variability in different brain areas is illus-
trated qualitatively by this average intensity MRI
dataset. Nevertheless, the average brain which results
has regions where individual structures are blurred
out due to spatial variability in the population, making
it insufficient as a quantitative tool (Evans et al., 1992,
1994b).
Our approach to quantifying the geometric variance

of anatomic surfaces in the human brain requires a
rigorous formulation of probability measures on free-
form curves and surfaces in 3D. Connected systems of
parametric meshes were used to model the internal
course of the following structures in both hemispheres:
the parieto-occipital sulcus, the anterior and posterior
rami of the calcarine sulcus, the cingulate and mar-
ginal sulci, and the supracallosal sulcus. A probability
space of random transformations, based on the theory
of Gaussian random fields, is developed to reflect the
observed variability in stereotaxic space of the con-
nected system of anatomic surfaces.
Prior to the description of the surface mapping algo-

rithms, we briefly review those aspects of the internal
surface anatomy and function of the sulci which fa-
vored their selection as key components of a probabi-
listic atlas of the brain.

Sulcal Anatomy and Surface Mapping

Sulci were selected as the basis for structural anal-
ysis of the internal surface anatomy of the brain be-
cause they separate functionally distinct regions of the
brain and provide a natural topographic partition of its
anatomy. Whereas functional or architectonic bound-
aries are not directly visible in MR imaging, these
boundaries bear a well-documented and characteristic
relation to the banks, depths, secondary branches, and
internal points of confluence of the sulci. Moreover,
most of the junctional zones between adjacent microan-
atomic fields run along the beds of major or minor cor-
tical sulci (Sanides, 1962).
Despite their anatomic and functional significance,

even the gyri and sulci which consistently appear in all
normal subjects exhibit pronounced variability in size
and configuration (Bailey and von Bonin, 1951). Ulti-
mately, direct reference to the internal sulcal surfaces
that frame architectonic fields may provide additional
bases for functional mapping in a 3D coordinate grid
(Rademacher et al., 1993; cf. Steinmetz et al., 1990).
Serial sectioning of whole human heads, in conjunc-

tion with full-color digital photography of the speci-
men, offers the highest resolution technique for imag-
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ing sulcal anatomy (Toga et al., 1995; cf. Steinmetz et
al., 1989, 1990; Vannier et al., 1991). Modern whole-
brain physical sectioning (cryosection) procedures reg-
ularly generate 10242–20482 pixel resolution, full-color
images of contiguous sections 20–50 mm thick (Quinn
et al., 1993; Toga et al., 1994a,b, 1995, 1996). In addi-
tion, the image depth afforded by 24-bit full-color im-
ages provides excellent color pigment differentiation
and texture contrast at the exterior surface of the cor-
tical laminae and at gray–white matter interfaces
flanking the sulci. Accordingly, high-resolution images
of cryosectioned human anatomy offer the spatial and
densitometric resolution necessary for accurate quan-
titative analysis of the internal surface geometry of the
human brain.
In order to spatially characterize the morphometric

variability in the interior surface geometry of the
brain, we modeled the major sulci in 3D as deep inter-
nal structures. Their internal surfaces were modeled
using a multiresolution parametric mesh approach. As
major structural and functional interfaces in the brain,
primary sulci are easily identifiable, in both high-
resolution cryosection images and lower resolution
clinical scans. As well as marking critical gyral and
lobar boundaries, the chosen sulci penetrate suffi-
ciently deeply into the brain to form a natural partition
of its cellular architecture. Consequently, their inter-
nal trajectories are sufficiently extended inside the
brain to reflect subtle and distributed variations in
neuroanatomy between individuals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cryosectioning and Image Acquisition

The protocol for whole human head cryosectioning
and digital image capture was performed as described
previously (Quinn et al., 1993; Toga et al., 1994a,b,
1995, 1996). Six normal cadavers (age range 72–91
years, three males) were obtained, optimally within
5–10 hours post mortem, through the Willed Body Pro-
gram at the UCLA School of Medicine. Exclusion cri-
teria were applied to ensure that, in each case, the
primary cause of death had not involved any pathologic
or traumatic impact on the brain. (The primary causes
of death were recorded as follows: pulmonary edema/
congestive failure; heart failure; cirrhosis; bacterial
pneumonia; respiratory failure, and malignant mela-
noma. All experimental procedures were conducted in
accordance with UCLA Medical Center policies on do-
nor confidentiality and Federal Health and Safety
Codes.)
Specimens were prepared for sectioning, in three of

the six cases, by perfusing with 8% formalin, cryopro-
tecting with 10% glycerol, freezing in isopentane and
dry ice, and blocking in green tempura paint and 3%
sucrose solution. The heads were cryosectioned at

−25°C through the horizontal plane in 50-mm incre-
ments, on a heavy-duty cryomacrotome (PMV Stock-
holm, Sweden). In each case the cranium was left in-
tact in order to preserve the brain’s in situ conforma-
tion and to prevent relaxation of the cerebellum and
splaying of the interhemispheric vault (Toga et al.,
1994b). The cryomacrotome was equipped with a Di-
gistat 10242 × 24-bit full-color camera (DAGE MTI,
Michigan City, IN) for digital image capture of the
cryoplaned specimen. Spatial integrity of the data vol-
ume was guaranteed by digitizing the 1200–1300 serial
images from the specimen blockface itself during the
sectioning process (Quinn et al., 1993). This protocol
ensures that each consecutive section is in perfect reg-
ister with its predecessors. In the three remaining
cases, the whole nonperfused head was immediately
removed and placed on ice and saline, while extraneous
soft tissues were removed from the skull. The specimen
was frozen in situ in isopentane chilled by an external
bath of liquid nitrogen. The occipital region of the fro-
zen calvarium was removed with a Stryker bone saw,
and the specimen was blocked into freezing distilled
water before cryosectioning.

3D Image Reconstruction and Transformation to
Stereotaxic Space

Image data from each of the six heads were assigned
real-world coordinate values in micrometers for width,
height, and depth. Three-dimensional reconstruction
of the serial images resulted in a digital data volume
that was subsequently transformed into the Talairach
stereotaxic coordinate system (Talairach et al., 1967).
A series of steps were required to map each 3D data

volume into Talairach space, using the transforma-
tions specified in the atlas (Talairach et al., 1967). The
locations of the superior margin of the anterior com-
missure and inferior margin of the posterior commis-
sure were identified and described in pixel coordinates.
Piecewise affine transformations were used to verti-
cally align the interhemispheric fissure and transpose
the volume to a horizontal origin at the AC–PC line. A
complete set of images was then generated for all six
heads, by digitally resampling the volume at 500-mm
increments in each of the sagittal, coronal, and hori-
zontal planes.

Criteria for Delineating Sulci

After placement of the standardized individual data
into the Talairach stereotaxic grid, the complex inter-
nal paths of the major deep sulcal fissures in the brain
were reconstructed using a contour-based system.
With the aid of an interactive contouring program de-
veloped in our laboratory, all sulci were outlined man-
ually, according to the detailed anatomic criteria set
out in (Steinmetz et al., 1989). Additional formal guide-
lines were devised and applied when identifying the
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exact course of individual sulci in three dimensions
(see Fig. 1).
Cellular interfaces between gray and white matter

were used to define the opposing banks of the sulci,
rather than the more diffuse boundary of gray matter
at the external limit of the cortical layer. The high
densitometric gradient of the anatomic images at these
banks allows them to be identified with single-pixel
accuracy. Consequently, the internal path of each sul-
cus was defined as the medial curve equidistant be-
tween the opposing white matter banks on either side.
In rare cases, where the white matter was faint, adja-
cent sections were viewed for additional information.
At high magnification, the outline of each sulcus was
defined to be the medial axis equidistant from each
bank. This contour was traced manually in all the sag-
ittal sections in which it could be distinguished. At the
external cerebral surface, the convex hull of the cortex
served as an exterior limit.
Sulcal outlines were digitized as a cursor was moved

over a highly magnified image of each slice, along the
curvilinear path of each sulcus. As a guide to the ana-
tomic relations of the selected sulci, Fig. 2 shows a
sagittal projection of all the contours traced in the left
hemisphere of one specimen.

Mesh Generation and Surface Reconstruction

Interactive outlining of sulci, as described above, re-
sulted in a sampling of approximately 15,000 points
per sulcus. Although this dense system of points cap-
tures the details of each sulcal surface at a very local
level, their spatial distribution is not quite uniform and

is arbitrarily dependent on how the sagittal sampling
planes intersect the sulcus being outlined. To eliminate
this dependency, we derived a standard surface repre-
sentation of the same type, for each sulcus. A paramet-
ric grid of 100 × 150 uniformly spaced points, which act
as nodes in a regular rectangular mesh, is stretched
over the sulcal surface (Fig. 3). Each resultant surface
mesh is analogous in form to a regular rectangular
grid, drawn on a rubber sheet, which is subsequently
stretched to match all the data points. This scheme
provides a means for converting dense systems of
points, sampled during outlining, into fully parametric
surfaces which can be analyzed, visualized, and com-
pared geometrically and statistically. The mesh con-
struction algorithm can be found in the Appendix. Pa-
rameterization of the sulcal outlines from the six spec-
imens resulted in a set of six regular parametric
meshes, of identical resolution, for each sulcus, in each
hemisphere.

Displacement Maps on Sulcal Surface Meshes

In our formulation, all 60 meshes representing sulcal
surfaces were defined on a grid of the same resolution
(100 × 150) so that the relationship between two sulci
of the same type could be represented as a map which
displaces one surface mesh onto another, in stereotaxic
space. For each and every point on a surface mesh M1,
and every point on a similar mesh M2, the two points
were matched if they had the same grid location within
their respective surfaces. For each such association,
the discrepancy was computed as a 3D displacement
vector between corresponding nodal points. Ulti-
mately, this procedure yielded a full displacement map
for every pair of surfaces of the same type.
Furthermore, an average surface representation was

derived for each sulcal type by averaging the 3D posi-
tion vectors of nodes which correspond, across all six
specimens (Fig. 4). This representation also provided a
means for quantifying the local variability of internal
points in a sulcal surface, on the basis of our sample of
parametric surfaces taken from our six specimens. Lo-
cal measures of spatial variance are based upon the
availability of an average surface representation, to-
gether with the concept of a sulcal mapping, which is a
type of displacement map. Briefly, a sulcal mapping is
specified by a set of 3D displacement vectors which
take each nodal point from its latticial position in the
average surface mesh onto its corresponding point in a
mesh representing the same surface in another brain
(see Fig. 5; cf. Martin et al., 1994; Sclaroff and Pent-
land, 1994). Sulcal maps were calculated for all 60 sur-
faces, relating each one to its respective average sur-
face. Three-dimensional probability distributions were
then derived locally from the sulcal maps, according to
the mathematical theory which follows.

FIG. 1. Rules for delineating sulci. The ability to resolve neu-
roanatomic boundaries is critical for accurate structure delineation.
Three methods are shown for defining the interior course of sulci in
cryosection images. The densitometric gradient afforded by 24-bit
full-color images provides excellent color pigment differentiation and
texture contrast at the exterior surface of the cortical laminae (A)
and at gray–white matter interfaces flanking the sulci (B). Never-
theless, a medial axis definition (C), adopted here, provides a funda-
mental laminar path into the brain for each primary sulcus, whose
structural integrity is not compromised in regions where secondary
sulci branch away or at points of confluence with other sulci. In
addition, method (C) is adaptable for use with other anatomic imag-
ing modalities such as MRI, in which cellular interfaces are blurred
out or more diffusely represented. The course of medial axis is not
affected by any purely symmetrical errors which occur in identifying
the opposing sulcal banks. It can therefore be identified in an accu-
rate and reproducible way, even in low-contrast imaging modalities.
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PROBABILITY MAPPING THEORY

Surface Maps and Statistical Measures

For each sulcus, we now have a family, ^, of n dif-
ferent surface meshes representing that sulcus in n
separate individuals, drawn from a specific population.
If ri(u,v) is the 3D position in stereotaxic space of the
point with parametric coordinates (u,v) on the ith
mesh, then the average sulcal surface is given by an-
other mesh of the form

rm~u,v! = ~1/n!(i=1 to nri~u,v!, ;~u,v!e V (Fig. 4).

The variability in stereotaxic position for points in-
ternal to a sulcal surface is then given by the scalar
variance function s2(u,v) 4 (1/n) ∑i41 to n \ri(u,v) −
rµ(u,v)\

2, which is defined at each node (u,v). The
square root of this function yields an estimate of the
standard deviation in stereotaxic position as a 3D
r.m.s. distance for each internal point on the surface.
The appropriate numerical value, at each grid point, is
given by the root mean square magnitude of the 3D
displacement vectors assigned to that point, in the six
surface maps from average to specimen. The values of
this function are in Talairach mm, and their range can
be linearly mapped via a look-up table onto a color
range. Profiles of local variability can therefore be vi-
sualized, as they vary across each sulcal surface
(Fig. 6).

3D Distribution Theory

To make the transition from statistical to probabilis-
tic descriptions of anatomic variation, we derived a
complete set of local probability density functions en-
coding the magnitude and directional biases of local
variability within individual sulci.
Consider a general mesh M 4 {r(u,v)} selected from

the same population as the meshes in the family ^. The
discrepancy between the meshM and the average mesh
Mm 4 {rm(u,v)} can be represented by the displace-
ment map D(u,v) 4 (r(u,v) − rm(u,v)), for all pairs of
corresponding grid points r(u,v) and rm(u,v). For each
(u,v), the associated displacement maps di(u,v) repre-
sent a sample of (vector) observations from a zero
mean, spatially anisotropic distribution. The density
function of the local distribution, at the mesh point
indexed by the coordinates (u,v), will be denoted by
p(D(u,v)). Density functions will differ for different
nodes, depending on C^(u,v), the covariance structure
of the maps at each individual point. The mathematical
form and role of the covariance matrix are described in
the Appendix; briefly, its values are used to encode the
shape of the dispersion in space of the sulcal node in-
dexed by (u,v), across a population of individuals. With
the exception of 3D nonlinear warping algorithms

(Evans et al., 1991; Miller et al., 1993), which estimate
a nonisotropic displacement field matching two 3D
brain volumes, few studies have addressed the ques-
tion of whether the patterns of anatomic variation
across individuals are spatially isotropic or whether
they display an inherent directional bias. In our for-
mulation, the parametric form of the covariance ma-
trix, C^(u,v), with its large number of spatial and di-
rectional degrees of freedom, enables us to relax the
assumption that local variability is isotropic and per-
mits us to calculate directional components conve-
niently. For each sulcus, probability equations based
on anisotropic 3D Gaussian distributions (see Appen-
dix) were used to assign a set of 15,000 different nodal
probability density functions which encoded the distri-
bution of general meshesM around the average repre-
sentation Mm of each sulcus.

3D Confidence Limits for Surface Variability

Confidence limits are commonly used to summarize
the inherent dispersion in a probability distribution.
Although intervals serve as confidence limits for quan-
tities varying in one dimension, confidence regions are
used to summarize the dispersion of higher dimen-
sional quantities such as the variable spatial location
of an anatomic point in stereotaxic space. Samples
drawn from a multivariate Gaussian population tend
to fall in a single cloud or cluster, whose center and
shape are determined by the mean vector and covari-
ance matrix of the distribution. A q% confidence region
for the distribution of an anatomic point designates a
region of stereotaxic space in which the point is found
in q% of individuals. Equivalently, the chance is q% of
finding the point within the designated region in a ran-
domly selected individual from the same population.
In order to characterize and quantify unusual vari-

ations in the anatomy of each sulcus, the ultimate goal
is to assign a probability to each node r*(u,v) in meshes
M* representing sulci in new individuals. The numer-
ical value pM*(u,v) gives the probability of a sulcal
point which is homologous to r*(u,v) being even more
unusually situated, given the family of similar sulci
sampled in the population as a whole. For increasingly
extreme deviations, D*(u,v), of r*(u,v) from the average
representation of sulcal anatomy, the probability of
finding a similar point as far out will be correspond-
ingly lower.
If we let x23df(a) denote the critical value of the x2

distribution (with 3 degrees of freedom) such that
Pr{x23df $ x23df (a)} 4 a, then, as we prove mathemat-
ically in the Appendix, the 100(1 − a)% confidence re-
gion for the stereotaxic position of the surface node at
(u,v) is given in implicit form by the equation

Pr$@D*~u,v!#T@C^~u,v!#11@D*~u,v!# ø x23df~a!% = 1 1 a.
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FIG. 2. Sagittal projection of the full set of sulcal contours traced in the left hemisphere of a single brain. These sets of contours were
derived from the full series of sectional images spanning the left hemisphere of one brain specimen. Orthogonally projected contours of the
anterior and posterior rami of the calcarine sulcus (CALCa and CALCp), as well as the cingulate (CING), supracallosal (CALL) and
parieto-occipital (PAOC) sulci, are shown overlaid on one representative sagittal section.
FIG. 5. A 3D displacement map shown on a 3D representation of the right cingulate sulcus. Local discrepancies between individual sulci

and their respective average surface can readily be calculated. Both the magnitude and the direction of such surface discrepancies are
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In other words, in a randomly selected individual
from the population being considered, the probability is
(1 − a) that the sulcal point r(u,v) will fall inside an
ellipsoid defined mathematically by the equation
xT[C^(u,v)]

−1x 4 x23df(a), and centered around the
point rm(u,v) on the average mesh for the sulcus in
question. Confidence regions for each surface node are
therefore defined by a series of nested ellipsoids in dis-
placement space, the associated threshold probabilities
being given by the total density outside each respective
confidence region.

Probabilistic Analysis of Surface Anatomy in
New Subjects

So far we have constructed a complete set of local
probability density functions encoding the likelihood of
arbitrary vector discrepancies between a sulcus in a
randomly selected subject and the average representa-
tion of the same sulcus. For each sulcal type, we have
a family^ 4 {Mi,V, n} of parametric meshes represent-
ing the sulcus in n different individuals. (Here we use
v to represent the set of values which may be taken by
(u,v), the two parameters used to index the grid points
of each mesh). We also have a set of I × J nodal prob-
ability density functions for a densely sampled set of

points on the sulcus, and a corresponding set of I × J
100(1 − a)% confidence regions for any user-defined
confidence threshold a. In addition, for each sulcus, a
probability metric exists, namely,

a^@r*~u,v!# = sup $a|x23df~a! ù @D*~u,v!#T@C^~u,v!#11

@D*~u,v!#%, ;~u,v!e V.

This metric can be used to quantify the severity of
local discrepancies D*(u,v) between sulcal points
r*(u,v) in a new individual and the average represen-
tation of that sulcus.
Now we consider a complete set of disjoint or con-

nected anatomic surfaces in the brain, delineated in a
large number of brains in the same stereotaxic space
and converted into parametric mesh form. For the
same system of surface anatomy in a new subject, the
degree of its local deviation from the average system of
anatomic surfaces can be quantified locally. The result
can be readily displayed, as a densely defined proba-
bility map, on a 3D surface representation of the indi-
vidual’s anatomy. To achieve this, we represent the
surface anatomy of the new subject by a connected sys-
tem of parametric meshes ri*(u,v), for i 4 1 to k. The
probability of this configuration is then given by the
map

a^i@ri*~u,v!# = sup $a|x23df~a! ù @Di*~u,v!#T@C^i~u,v!#11

@Di*~u,v!#%, ;~u,v!e V,

FIG. 3. Parametric mesh construction. The outlining process
generates a densely sampled set of points which are known to be
located on the internal surface of a sulcus (indicated by isolated
points, above right). These points, however, are not distributed uni-
formly on the sulcal surface. The primary problem with 3D surface
statistics is finding homologous points on different surfaces. Homo-
logous point isolation involves the molding of a lattice-like mesh onto
the geometric profile of the surface, so that each point on the mesh
can be averaged with its counterparts on other surfaces. The concept
is similar to that of a regular net being stretched over an object. The
imposition of an identical regular structure on surfaces from differ-
ent specimens allows surface statistics to be derived. Local statistical
comparisons are then made by associating points with identical grid
locations within their respective surfaces. Points on each surface
with the samemesh coordinate occupy similar positions in relation to
the geometry of the surface they belong to and are therefore regarded
as homologous.

FIG. 4. 3D surface averaging. To determine the discrepancy be-
tween two surfaces in the same stereotaxic system, a mesh construc-
tion algorithm generates a structured pattern of sample points at
corresponding positions on surfaces outlined in different specimens,
prior to examining the distances between the sets of corresponding
points (Sclaroff and Pentland, 1994). Since the resolution of the
meshes is standardized, the averaging of the 3D position vectors of
corresponding nodes on meshes from each specimen yields an aver-
age surface representation for each sulcus.

indicated by arrows that originate at points defined by the mesh. The map shown displaces the average representation of the right cingulate
sulcus onto the equivalent surface in a randomly selected brain. Notice that the mesh in this figure contains a reduced number of points for
the convenience of illustration. The coronal plane through the anterior commissure (y 4 0) divides the anatomical architecture into two
regions which are subjected, by the Talairach transform, to different scaling transformations in the anterior–posterior direction. This aspect
of the stereotaxic transform may explain why the directional bias of local anatomical variation differs considerably for sulcal points on either
side of this coronal plane.
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for each i 4 1 to k.
In this equation, Di*(u,v) 4 (ri*(u,v) − riu(u,v)), and

C^i(u,v) is the local 3 × 3 covariance matrix at (u,v) for
the displacement maps defined on members of ^i. The
displacement maps are themselves given by

$Dj~u,v!%j=1 to n = $rj~u,v!1rim~u,v!%j=1 to n,
;~u,v! e V and ;rj e ^.

This closed form expression for the probability mea-
sure a^i[r*i (u,v)], for each node ri*(u,v) in a system of
connected meshes, is conveniently evaluated. The
range of the resulting probability values was mapped,
via a logarithmic look-up table, onto a standard color
range. Probability maps were visualized (using Data
Explorer 2.1, IBM visualization software) by adding a
range of colors to the surface representation of each
sulcus. All 3D reconstruction programs were written in
C and executed on DEC Alpha AXP3000 workstations
running OSF-1.

RESULTS

Probability maps were created which highlighted ab-
normal deviations in the surface anatomy of a new sub-
ject. The medical history of the subject in question in-
dicated the presence of lung cancer, which had spread
to the brain. Two metastatic tumors were present, one
in each hemisphere. The first, and larger, tumor (vol-
ume: 95.2 cm3; see Fig. 7a) was centered in the high
putamen of the right hemisphere, 22.0 mm right of
midline at the stereotaxic position (+7.5, +18.0, +22.0).
A second tumor (volume: 24.6 cm3) was located in the
left occipital lobe, lateral to the point of confluence of
the parieto-occipital and calcarine sulci, with center
21.5 mm left of midline at (−64.0, +2.0, −21.5). The
equivalent spherical diameters of the two tumors were
26.5 and 17.0 mm, respectively. No other neuropathol-
ogy was present, and the primary cause of death was
cardiopulmonary arrest. The subject’s cognitive status
was normal, although the tumor in the high putamen
of the right hemisphere had resulted in contralateral
hemiparesis. The positions of the tumor boundaries
were, in each case, well-defined and did not compro-
mise the structural integrity of the sulci.
The two regions of metastatic tissue induced marked

distortions in the normal architecture of the brain.
This effect was reflected both in the blockface imagery
itself (Fig. 7a) and in the values of the probability maps
of structures proximal to the lesion sites (Figs. 7b and
8). Examination of these probability maps reveals two
general trends.
First, probability values were severely depressed for

regions of structures proximal to the lesion sites. The
body of the right callosal sulcus was shifted medially
and vertically away from the tumor site, with 23.8% of
its surface area having a probability value lower than

0.01. This value compared with a somewhat higher
value of 27.5% for the right cingulate sulcus and values
of 0.6, 0.0, and 0.0% for the parieto-occipital, anterior,
and posterior calcarine sulci in the same hemisphere.
Calculation of confidence limits for each surface re-
vealed that 2.2% of the right callosal and 2.1% of the
right cingulate sulcus were sufficiently abnormal to fall
outside the P 4 0.0001, or 1 in 10000, confidence
threshold. In the left hemisphere, the anterior branch
of the calcarine sulcus appeared to exhibit more severe
deviations than the posterior branch (14.5 and 1.6% of
their surface areas, respectively, have P < 0.01). The
parieto-occipital sulcus, which was farther away from
the lesion site, was not apparently affected (0.0% of its
surface has P < 0.01).
Second, in the case of the abnormal subject, the ex-

tent to which the mechanical effects of the neoplasms
propagated across the interhemispheric vault was
quantified and highlighted by the probability maps
(Figs. 7b and 8). Contralateral to the main lesion site,
5.7% of the left callosal and 4.3% of the left cingulate
sulci (Fig. 7b) exhibited probability values depressed
below theP 4 0.01 threshold, with 0.1 and 2.3% of their
surface areas, respectively, having P < 0.0001. Con-
versely, 99.4, 100.0, and 100.0% of the occipital sur-
faces contralateral to the smaller lesion had normal
probability values (P > 0.05). Consistent with these
results, herniation was apparent in the image data
(Fig. 7a) in the vicinity of the largest tumor only.
As expected, similar normal results were obtained

for all surfaces (P > 0.05), when probability maps were
generated for each of the six normal subjects which
made up the underlying database. In these cases, the
anatomy of each normal subject was analyzed with re-
spect to a database of sulcal surfaces from the five re-
maining subjects, with the local density functions be-
ing modified accordingly.

DISCUSSION

The surface decomposition and probabilistic map-
ping approaches developed here provide a framework
for structural analysis of the interior surface anatomy
of the brain in three dimensions. A family of surface
maps was constructed, encoding statistical properties
of local anatomical deviation within individual sulci.
This process resulted in a probabilistic representation
of sulcal anatomy, and enabled the automatic quanti-
fication and mapping of distributed patterns of abnor-
mality in the anatomy of new subjects.

Cryosection Imaging

As an overall strategy for quantifying differences in
the neuroanatomy of human subjects, an approach
based on cryosectioning, in conjunction with high-
resolution digital imaging of the specimen, presents
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certain specific benefits and disadvantages. Several of
these factors deserve to be emphasized. First, the com-
position of the sample group in this study was inevita-
bly constrained by the inherent difficulties in acquiring
high-quality, anatomic specimens from normal individ-
uals via a Willed Body Program. Nevertheless, strict
exclusion criteria were applied to guarantee, as far as
possible, the selection of normal brains. No significant
quantitative differences have been found between for-
malin-treated and untreated specimens, for a compre-
hensive range of spatial and geometric parameters
(structural surface area, extent in three directions, cur-
vature indices, and fractal dimension (Thompson et al.,
1995, 1996)). Recent investigations have involved the
cryosectioning of human head specimens from individ-
uals whose premortem and postmortem MR scans are
available (Mega et al., 1995). These studies have
largely validated and underscored the potential of
cryosection imaging as a spatially accurate, anatomic
reference for brain mapping (Toga et al., 1996).
In spite of the logistic difficulties, cryosectioning pro-

cedures present a number of highly advantageous fea-
tures not available in the clinical imaging modalities.
Cryosectioning techniques can be combined with a
wide variety of molecular and neurochemical tech-
niques on harvested tissue sections to enable parallel
or subsequent characterization of regional anatomy at
a very fine structural level. Comprehensive studies
have revealed striking intersubject and interhemi-
spheric variations in the distributions of primary neo-
cortical fields and have clarified their relation to sulcal
anatomy (Rademacher et al., 1993). Accordingly, high-
resolution images of cryosectioned human anatomy not
only provide the necessary spatial and densitometric
resolution for accurate morphometry, but also enable
parallel or subsequent analysis of cellular fields and
their molecular composition.

Probabilistic Brain Atlases

Methods for creating probabilistic representations of
brain architecture currently fall into three major cate-
gories, each differing slightly in its conceptual founda-
tions. In the voxel-based approach, large ensembles of

brain data are segmented into subvolumes, after map-
ping into stereotaxic space. A probability map can then
be constructed for each tissue type, by determining the
proportion of subjects assigned a given tissue label at
each voxel (Evans et al., 1994b; Otaky et al., 1995; Paus
et al., 1996). In a second, density-based approach
(Evans et al., 1992), a large number of MRI scans are
each intensity-normalized and averaged on a voxel-by-
voxel basis, producing an average intensity MRI data-
set. Finally, in the surface-based approach presented
here, systems of connected parametric meshes model
critical functional interfaces which form a natural par-
tition of the brain’s cellular architecture. For surface
points in the anatomy of new subjects, algorithms de-
fined on the database of anatomic data produce prob-
ability distributions and confidence limits for structure
identification. Deviations in the anatomy of new sub-
jects can therefore be analyzed and quantified at an
extremely local level. Regardless of the modality of the
source data, this procedure permits a high-dimensional
estimation of the variability in normal brain architec-
ture, incorporating information on its local directional
biases. Recent investigations have revealed surprising
directional trends in the patterns of normal anatomic
variability (Thompson et al., 1995, 1996). Anisotropic
random fields, which are invoked in the generation of
probability maps for new subjects, readily encode these
subtle directional biases and hence quantify the sever-
ity of anatomic deviations more effectively than simple
distance-based descriptors.
The surface-based approach presented in this paper

may offer distinct advantages over volume averaging
for statistical atlasing applications. Surface-based rep-
resentations lend themselves readily to averaging and
subsequent statistical characterization. More particu-
larly though, the averaging procedure itself does not
lead to the same type of degradation of structural ge-
ometry (and loss of fine anatomic features) as is often
apparent in volume averaging approaches. In addition,
the retention of an explicit surface topology after aver-
aging is particularly advantageous for subsequent vi-
sualization. This feature of both the individual and the
average representations of brain anatomy enables sec-
ondary regional information, including local probabil-

FIG. 6. Variability maps and average surface representations for major sulci of the occipital lobe. 3D modeling and surface reconstruction
techniques allow visualization of sulcal topography and greatly enhance the ability to appreciate complex spatial relationships. 3D repre-
sentations are shown for three average sulci from the right occipital lobe of the six specimen brains. This oblique right-hand side view
illustrates the course of the parieto-occipital sulcus from its anteroventral junction with the medial surface of the calcarine sulcus, which it
divides into anterior and posterior segments. The posterior calcarine sulcus is shown joining it inferiorly. In this case, local variability is
shown in color, on an average representation of each sulcus in Talairach stereotaxic space. The color encodes the root mean square magnitude
of the displacement vectors required to map the surfaces from each of the six specimens onto the average, according to standard parametric
criteria. Notice the pronounced increase in variability toward the exterior occipital surface.
FIG. 8. Probability maps for major sulci in both hemispheres. Color-coded probability maps are illustrated here on 3D surface models of

the supracallosal, parieto-occipital, and anterior and posterior calcarine sulci in both hemispheres. All structures, including the two tumor
sites (illustrated in red), are displayed within the Talairach stereotaxic grid, in the context of a transparent surface-rendered model of the
exterior cerebral cortex. Again, structures in the immediate vicinity of the lesion sites exhibit probability values which are three orders of
magnitude lower than normal (P < 0.0001), while more distal regions of these structures are normal (P > 0.05). Such surface models can be
rotated and magnified interactively by the viewer to enhance the appreciation of complex spatial relationships.
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ity maps, to be overlaid and visualized on the under-
lying surface models (Sclaroff, 1991). Information
about physiology, neurochemistry, and an infinite va-
riety of relevant maps can potentially be layered onto
the anatomic atlas and referenced using such a system.
In the brain, such surface maps might include cytoar-
chitecture, chemoarchitecture, blood flow distribu-
tions, and metabolic rates.
In the future, probabilistic mapping is likely to be

fundamental to multisubject atlasing and many other
brain mapping projects. Given the pronounced ana-
tomic variability between individual human brains,
any atlas or clinical diagnostic system based on the
anatomy of a single subject cannot succeed fully. Digi-
tal, probabilistic atlases based on large populations
will rectify many current atlasing problems, since they
retain quantitative information on the variability in-
herent in anatomic populations. Nevertheless, such
systems should be thought of as an ever-evolving pro-
cess, rather than a single solution (Mazziotta et al.,
1995). By its very nature, a probabilistic atlas im-
proves in accuracy over time, achieving better statis-
tics as more information is added. As the database of
subjects increases in size and content, the digital, elec-
tronic form of the atlas will provide efficiency in statis-
tical and computational comparisons between individ-
uals or groups. In addition, the digital form of the
source data enables the population on which probabi-
listic atlases are based to be stratified into subpopula-
tions by age, gender, by stage of development or to
represent different disease types.
The ultimate goal of brain mapping is to provide a

framework for integrating functional and anatomical
data across many subjects and modalities. This task
requires precise quantitative knowledge of the varia-
tions in geometry and location of intracerebral struc-
tures and critical functional interfaces. The surface
mapping and probabilistic techniques presented here
provide a basis for the generation of anatomical tem-
plates and expert diagnostic systems which retain
quantitative information on intersubject variations in
brain architecture.

APPENDIX

Construction of Surface Meshes

Parametric approaches to representing and mapping
neuroanatomic surfaces have been fundamental to sev-

eral recent advances in the notion of mapping the ce-
rebral cortex. Mathematical and cytoarchitectural con-
siderations suggest that parametric mapping of archi-
tectonic surfaces offers a powerful method for
representing complex associations between subregions
of surfaces with subtle differences in geometry. Corti-
cal flattening algorithms, for example, are based on an
explicit parameterization of the cortical surface (Van
Essen and Maunsell, 1980). Furthermore, parametric
mesh approaches, which define a mapping of a 2D reg-
ular grid onto a complex 3D surface (Pedersen, 1994),
have been validated as a paradigm for analysis of the
cortical surface (MacDonald et al., 1993; Evans et al.,
1994a). They have also formed the basis of boundary-
based warping algorithms which integrate neuroana-
tomic data from subjects with different brain geometry
(Ruprecht et al., 1995). In particular, the explicit ge-
ometry provided by this approach allows convenient
derivation of morphometric statistics, as well as quan-
titative indices of surface curvature, extent, area, frac-
tal dimension, and geometric complexity.
Strategies for creating a regular parametric mesh

from a stack of sulcal outlines contoured in a series of
sagittal sections are analogous to streching a regular
rectangular grid, of size I × J (for any integers I and J),
over all the scattered 3D point data digitized when
outlining the sulcus. The mesh of grid points which
results is parametric in the sense that its nodes can be
indexed using the coordinates of the superimposed
grid, u and v, (where u, and v are nonnegative integers).
u and v are then said to be parametric coordinates for
points on the surface. Three-dimensional surface
points are given as position vectors in Talairach space
by the function r(u,v) 4 (x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)). Step size
in parameter space is quantized so that r(u,v) is really
only defined for discrete (integer) values of u and v.
r(u,v) can therefore be thought of as a polygonally de-
fined surface of high resolution, determined by its ver-
tices’ locations (Lifshitz et al., 1994). Due to the lami-
nar topology of each sulcal surface S, the outlining pro-
cedure generates a set of parallel cross-sections C0, C1,
C2, ..., CK of S, at z0, z1, z2, ..., zK, where z is the lateral
axis of Talairach space. Each contour is itself a set of
3D digitized points Ck 4 {Pi(xi

k,yi
k,zi

k)¦ 0#i#Nk}, where
the number of points in each contour, Nk, varies for
different contours, Ck, in the stack.
Step 1: To generate a mesh of size I × J, we first

divide each contour line into I + 1 points separated by
a spacing of uniform length. For each Ck, let the cumu-

FIG. 7. Distortions in the architecture of the brain induced by tumor tissue. (a). Cryosection imagery. Color imagery taken form the
blockface (here oriented at a caudal-to-rostral angle of depression of 27°, relative to the horizontal plane of Talairach space) reveals a
well-defined metastatic lesion in the high putamen of the right hemisphere. Mechanical effects of the tumor tissue clearly propagate across
the interhemispheric tissue (cf. (b)). (b). This oblique-angle view (from the perspective of the right eye orbit) illustrates the impact of the
same tumor on the cingulate sulcus in the opposite hemisphere. Probability values are severely depressed (P < 0.0001; red colors) for regions
of the cingulate sulcus proximal to the lesion site, although more distal regions of the same sulcus are normal (P < 0.05; deep blue colors).
The severity of structural hemiation, due to the mechanical effects of a lesion, may therefore highlighted and quantified by probability
mapping of structures in the opposite hemisphere.
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lative are length l(pi
k) to point pi

k 4 Pi(xi
k,yi

k,zi
k) be given

by l(pi
k) 4 ∑i41 to k\pi

k − pi−1
k \, where \.\ is the classical

Euclidean distance in 3D.
For each integer u 4 0 to I, let i(u) 4 min{i | l(pi

k) >
u.l(pNk

k)/I}. For each value of u, we redigitize a point

qu
k = pi~u!11

k + l~pi~u!
k 1 pi~u!11

k !,

wherel 4 {(u.l(pNk
k )/I) − l(pi(u)

k )}/{l(pi(u)−1
k )− l(pi(u)−1

k )}. In
the notation of (Chen et al., 1990), this generates a
family of parametric curves, given by

Dk = $~u,k!|v~xu
k,yu

k,zk! = ~u,k!, 0 ø u ø I, 0 ø k ø K%.

Here u and k are two integer-valued parameters, and
v is a mapping which assigns coordinates (u,k) to the
new vertex qu

k 4 (xu
k,yu

k,zk) of a redigitized contour.
Step 2: Step 1 yields a contour stack which is, as yet,

only parametric in the sagittal plane. For a fully para-
metric mesh of size I × J, we use a variant of Step 1 to
produce an ordered set of J + 1 parametric curves, Mj,
where the nodes of the final mesh are given by

Mj = $~u,v!|v8~xu
v,yu

v,zu
v! = ~u,v!, 0 ø u ø I,

0 ø v ø J%

As before, v9 is a mapping assigning grid coordinates
(u,v) to a nodal point r(u,v) 4 (xvu,y

v
u,z

v
u) in the mesh. Let

qku be the point in D
k for which v(xku,y

k
u,z

k) 4 (u,k). Also
let lu(qu

k) be the cumulative arc length ∑i41 to k\q
k
u −

qu
k − 1\. For each integer v4 0 to J, let i(v)4min{i|lu(q

i
u)

> v.lu(q
i
K)/J} For each value of v, we redigitize a point

r~u,v! = qu
i~v!11 + m~qu

i~v! 1 qu
i~v!21!,

where m 4 {(v.lu(q
i
K)/J) − lu(qu

i(v)−1)}/{lu(qu
i(v)) − lu(qu

i(v)−1)}.
The resulting set {r(u,v)|0 ø u ø I, 0 ø v ø J} specifies
the nodes of a regular parametric mesh of size I × J
spanning the sulcal surface S.
Finally, when mapping a parametric grid from one

sulcal surface, r(1)(u,v), to another, r(2)(u,v), the local
internal stretching or contraction of the grid is repre-
sented by the continuous function

u~u,v! = @\r~2!~u,v!/u\.\r~2!~u,v!/v\#/@\r~1!~u,v!/

u\.\r~1!~u,v!/v\].

Consequently, the amount of local stretching which
occurs when a parametric grid is mapped from one sur-
face to another is unaffected by, and entirely indepen-
dent of, any global translational or rotational shifts of
one surface relative to the other.

Surface Mapping and 3D Distribution Theory

LetV 4 {(u,v)|0 # u # I, 0 # v # J; I,J,u,v e N} be the
lattice of integer-valued grid-points in a rectangular
domain of R2, with fixed size I × J, (for any positive
integers I and J). Let ^ 4 {Mi, V, n} be the family of n
parametric meshes Mi: V ⊂ R2 → R3 defined on the
same regular grid V (Fig. 3). These meshes may rep-
resent a given sulcus in n separate individuals, drawn
from a specific population.
Second, we recall that an n-dimensional random

variableXwith mean vector m and covariance matrix C
is said to have a nonsingular multivariate normal dis-
tribution, in symbols X z Nn(m, C), if (i) C is positive
definite and (ii) the probability density function of X is
of the form

f~x;m;C! =
1

~2p!n/2 |C| 1/2 e
1@Qn~x;m;C!#/2, x e Rn,

where the exponent contains the quadratic form
Qn(x;m;C) 4 (x − m)TC−1(x − m).
Consider a general mesh 4 {r(u,v) | (u,v)e V } se-

lected from the same population as the meshes in the
family ^. The discrepancy between the meshM and the
average mesh Mrm 4 {rm(u,v) | (u,v)e V} can be repre-
sented by the displacement map D(u,v) 4 (r(u,v) −
rm(u,v)), ;(u,v) e In particular, for a fixed choice of
(u,v), r(u,v) z N3(rm(u,v), C^(u,v)). Here C^(u,v) is the
3 × 3 covariance matrix whose entries are given by

sij
2~u,v! =

1
n (

k=1

n

| pi~rk~u,v! 1 rm~u,v!!|.|pj~rk~u,v!

1 rm~u,v!!|,

where 1 # i, j # 3, and p1, p2, p3 are orthogonal pro-
jections onto each of the three axes of sterotaxic space.
For our experimental data, at all (u,v) and for all 10
sulcal families ^, s2ij(i j) ! s211, s222, s233, although s2ii
s2ii(i j). We therefore let C^(u,v) 4 diag{s211(u,v),
s222(u,v), s233(u,v)}, where the s2kk are the variances of
the x, y, and z components of the n maps di(u,v), re-
spectively. This multivariate estimation approach in-
creases the fidelity of the local probability density func-
tions, so that for D 4 (Dx,Dy,Dz)T, the resulting dens-
ity is

p~D! · dD =

1

~2p!3/2 )
k=1

3

skk~u,v!

e—~1/2!FSDx

s11
D2 + SDy

s22
D2 + SDz

s33
D2G

· dD, D e R3
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where Pk 4 1 to 3s
2
kk is the determinant of C^(u,v). This

relation assigns a set of I × J different nodal probability
density functions which encode the distribution of gen-
eral meshes M around the average representation Mm

of each sulcus.

3D Confidence Limits for Surface Variability

Now let B(0;1) be the closed unit sphere in R3. For a
specific choice of (u,v), consider the ellipsoid

E~u,v! = $~rm~u,v! + @C^~u,v!#11/2p|; peB~0;1!%

and the set of concentric ellipsoids El(u,v) 4 {rm(u,v) +
l[e − rm(u,v)] | ;eeE(u,v)}, ;leR+, which are nested
around it. Note that the form of the ellipsoids is com-
pletely determined by the transformation matrix

@C^~u,v!#11/2 = diag$s11
11~u,v!, s22

11~u,v!, s33
11~u,v!%.

As candidate locations for a mesh point r*(u,v) in a
new individual, points on the surface of any given el-
lipsoid El(u,v) are isodense with respect to the proba-
bility density function p(d).dd. In fact, the loci of points
of constant density are, in general, ellipsoids for which
the quantity l2 4 |[c^(u,v)]

−1/2D*(u,v)|2 is constant
(Duda and Hart, 1973; Schalkoff, 1992). The quantity l
is often called the Mahalanobis distance from r*(u,v) to
rm(u,v). Thus, the contours of constant probability den-
sity for the point r*(u,v) are ellipsoids of constant Ma-
halanobis distance to its estimated mean position
rm(u,v). We therefore require to find the probability
pM*(u,v), for each node r*(u,v) in the mesh M*, of a
furthermesh point r(u,v) lying in the region R3\,El(u,v),
where l 4 |[C^(u,v)]

−1/2D*(u,v)|. Accordingly,

1 1 pM*~u,v! = Pr$D e El~u,v!% =
1

~2p!3/2 )
k=1

3

skk~u,v!

·*El

e1~1/2!FSDx

s11
D2 + SDy

s22
D2 + SDz

s33
D2G · dx dy dz.

Applying the linear transformation [C^(u,v)]
−1/2 to

the domain of the integral, and changing to spherical
polar coordinates to simplify the expression for the re-
gion’s boundary, we obtain

1 1 pM*~u,v! =

1

~2p!3/2
·*

f=0

2p *
u=0

p *
r=0

l

e1
1

2
r2 r2sinu · dr du df,

where l 4 |[C^(u,v)]
−1/2D*(u,v)|. The linear transfor-

mation does not affect any of the distributional prop-
erties of p(D(u,v)).d(D(u,v)), since the class of multivari-
ate normal density functions is closed under transfor-
mations of location and scaling (Tong, 1990; Anderson,
1984). In addition, since D(u,v) z N3(0,C^(u,v)) with
C^(u,v) diagonal, and since the Cartesian components
of the transformed variate z*(u,v)4 [C^(u,v)]

−1/2D*(u,v)
are independently distributed according to N3(0,1), the
quantity

l2 = @z*~u,v!#T@z*~u,v!# = @D*~u,v!#T@C^~u,v!#11@D*~u,v!#

is a x2-distributed variable with 3 degrees of freedom
(Anderson, 1984). This fundamental fact provides the
basis for setting up tests and computing confidence re-
gions concerning local displacements D(u,v). If we let
x23df(a) be the critical value of x23df such that Pr{x23df $
x23df(a)} 4 a, then the 100(1 − a)% confidence region for
the stereotaxic position of the surface node at (u,v) is
given in implicit form by the equation

Pr$@D*~u,v!#T@C^~u,v!#11@D*~u,v!# ø x3df
2 ~a!% = 1 1 a.

In other words, in a randomly selected individual from
the population being considered, the probability is (1 −
a) that the sulcal point r(u,v) will fall inside the confi-
dence ellipsoid

El~a!~u,v!, where l~a! = @x3df
2 ~a!#1/2.

The volume of these confidence ellipsoids supplies
a measure of the population dispersion for different an-
atomic points in stereotaxic space. Its value varies, de-
pending on the location of the surface point whose spa-
tial probability distribution is being determined. For
the surface point r(u,v), the associated 100(1 − a)%
confidence ellipsoid has volume C(3)(det[C^(u,v)])

−1/2

{x23df(a)}
3/2/3, where C(3) is 2p3/2/G(3/2) 4 4p, the sur-

face area of the unit sphere in R3. Finally, the resulting
probability metric, namely,

a^@r*~u,v!# = sup$a|x3df
2 ~a! ù @D*~u,v!#T@C^~u,v!#11

@D*~u,v!#%, ;~u,v!e V,

can be used to quantify the severity of local discrepan-
cies D*(u,v) between sulcal points r*(u,v) in a new in-
dividual and the average representation of that sulcus.
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